
A c a d é m i e  d e  N a n t e s

A young and dynamic academic district
The Académie de Nantes is an academic district within the region Pays de la Loire located in western France.
Pays de la Loire comprises of 5 diverse counties with large cities (Nantes, Angers, Le Mans), rural areas (Sarthe,-
Mayenne),and coastal areas (Loire-Atlantique, Vendée).

With more than 800,000 students and 4,000 schools, colleges, and universities, the Académie de Nantes is the 4th-
largest academic district in France. The education system is very important, as one in three inhabitants is under 25 
years old.The success rate on high school exiting exams is above the national average. In 2013, the Académie de Nantes 
received the best exam results in France.

The Académie de Nantes offers diverse vocational training geared to support the local industries of food processing, 
manufacturing, aeronautics and tourism. Today, 30% of the students in the region enroll in vocational training.

Objectives for 2013-2017
• Success : helping all students succeed
•  Social and economic integration : supporting successful 

integration into society
• Solidarity : ensuring that no student is left behind
• Cooperation : working together to create success

An Académie committed to global education
The Académie de Nantes has the third largest number of partnerships in France with 10 partners : Morocco (Douk-
kalaAbda), England (Nottingham, Somerset, Wigan), Spain (Cantabria), United States (Maine, Washington State), Ger-
many (Schleswig-Holstein), Italy (Emilia-Romagna),and Mexico (Yucatan).

The Académie de Nantes has implemented a number of projects to develop exchanges and partnerships. Most of 
these are based on the principle of reciprocity where students, teachers, principals, inspectors, and superintendents 
welcome and then in turn visit their partners. Examples of this international cooperation :

•  A three month high school student exchange with the USA (Passe-
partout) ;

•  Twinning between primary and secondary schools supported by 
meetings, video conferences, and mailing exchanges ;

• European pedagogical network exchange(Sarthe and Norway) ;
•  International meetings where administrators collaborate on issues such 

as school dropouts, inclusion, and school management autonomy ;
• International mobility of teachers allowing them to instruct their sub-
ject in French or job shadow for 3 months to a year.


